LAC FELIUM
Cat’s milk

Desire for warmth, loving contact

Dreams of earthquakes,
dogs, fish, coats and fur

Strong affinity for animals

Control over instinctual
urges is absent
Great hunger at
11 a.m. – noon
Don’t tolerate
hunger well

Tubercular miasm
Solitary, Predator

Lac-f.

Desire for independence and solitude

The cat allowed itself to be domesticated
in order to survive with ease
Sensuous, sexual, romantic,
passionate, graceful
This necessitated controlling its
natural fear of humans

Indifference

Withdrawal

Does not ask
for help
Efficiency
Orderliness
Very active

But I make my own decisions

Great desire
to eat paper

Morbid
conscientiousness

Introspection
Intuitive
Headaches;
over the eyes

Desire to be touched in an
appropriate way
Makes love in her own way
Violently sexual

Curious
↓
Desires beautiful clothes,
Must submit oneself for the
(Curiosity killed the cat)
jewellery etc., quality of life
sake of the relationship/survival
Alert
Absence of
is very important
Must compromise
Cunning
Prostitute
appetite
Restlessness
Impatience
Strong sense or feeling of being dirty, disgusting
Caring
Capricious
Opportunistic
Feeling of being stuck
Cleanliness, Fastidiousness
Desire for freedom
Frequently history of incest/sexual abuse
Misleading
Dysmenorrhoea
Suspicious
Obstruction in
Indirect way of
Sens. of floating
↓
urinating, has to wait
asking for attention “Don’t touch me!”

Conflict

Caring for/protecting a child

Strong aversion to
inappropriate touching

Aversion to being forced
Tomorrow is soon enough
“Don’t touch me!”
Dullness, Tiredness
Sense of weakness,
heaviness down entire
right side

Chest sx with
oppression
Difficult breathing

Sleep: dullness, heaviness, heavy
profound, not easily wakened

Fear illusion that the corners of
furniture, or any pointed object
near her, were about to run into
eyes; purely mental; the objects
do not appear to her sight to be
too close

Persistence

Stomach swelling &
desire to eat paper
Anorexia
Feeling of being looked upon with contempt
Feeling of lack of self-confidence

Scaled sensation on tongue
Inflammation of mouth
Brassy taste in mouth

Many eye symptoms (some worse in Sept.)
Shooting pains (backwards), Lancinating, Darting
Ciliary neuralgia, Twitching, Photophobia
Asthenopia (weakness, fatigue and pain in eye)
Letters run together
Left eye waters, Iris red, Styes, Corneal ulcers
Severe pain in back of orbit, indicating choroiditis
Des. to keep eyes closed

Doesn’t know what
she wants to do
< decisions

Great depression
of spirits
Breathing oppressed

Afraid she
might miss out
on something

Every little fault
appears a crime

Anger at not being
given due respect
Indignation
(unsheathing their claws and
striking out even if someone is
gently stroking them)

Impulsive

Strong feeling of being
dirty, disgusting

Irritability
Vehemence

Very cross
Nervous trembling,
esp. hands
Fear of falling without
accompanying vertigo

Generals
Allergy to cats. Alternating sx: cold & heat
Cannot bear the smell of clams
Pains in teeth, Dryness of mouth, Brassy taste in mouth,
Elongation of palate, Loss of taste, Salivation, tongue
enlarged; serrated at edges by teeth
Dreams of earthquakes
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Homoeopathic Links
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Cat Medicine: Correct use of power in a leadership position (similar to horse), coming to
leadership through integrity, hard work, respect of others, good intention, grace and
balance not through tyranny and dictatorship. Independence, Seeing the unseen, Protection
Love, Allows us to dream its dreams, Assists in meditation, Ability to fight when cornered
Animal Medicine: Diana Roth: www.animalspirits.com; Photo © Eldar Kadymov; www.Pbase eldar
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